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Let I 5 !+I SC 2” and let 3. ‘8 denote families of subsets of (1, . . , n 2. The following results are 
provad: 
‘heonm 2.3. (9.a) is R d-pair. 1 s d G n, if i A 3 B’ s d for ail A E ?I, B E $8. Then 
rrms{ I‘+8i : (?l,‘B) is d-pair and ‘?I = N} is asst..med if 9 is a ‘*qu&-sphere I’. 
Theorem 3.1. minn I -,S,..,, i A n B ’ is assumed for u (pseudo j-sphere chamcrertzed by the 
property that 
j(A:AE?I.xEA}+-;{A:AE%,yEA} ,cl 
far ull x.y E{l.Z ,.... n). 
DenotehyK, = K,(%)(i =O,I ,..., n ) rhe number of i -element members of an order i&d 3. 
Theorem 4.2. mine e _N% K, W, is assumed 
(a) rncase W‘,S W,S... s W, If ?I ic a quast - sphere. 
(b) in case Cc’” 2 H’, ;3 . * . Z+ W, of 91 1s a quasc-cylinder. 
Thmrem 85. min, B -N -, T K,W, is Irssumed 
(a) inccrse WOd W,S-** Wm., ZE . e . 3 W, by a union of a quasi-cylinder and u quasi-sphere, 
(b) incase woa W,b***a w&#c Wh(.,d... c W, bv an intersection I If a qwsi -cylinder tind 
u quusr -sphere. 
I. Introduction 
Let H” = n:{0, 1) b the set of (0 I)-sequences of length n’ and let d denore the 
Hamming metric in f-f 7 that is, for any iwo elements X” = (x1,. . . , x,), y” = 
(yt. * ’ * 9 ym)E H”. 
’ The Research of the first author was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft . The work 
of the second author was done while the author visited the Institute of Mathem&ical Staiistics. 
University of Gijttingen. 
There is a natural correspondence between those (CL?’ sequences and the subsets of the set 
(1, - . . I II). We shall use both - the sequence and the subsets - terminology in this paper. Sets of 
sardin . *y k are also called k-tuples. 
d(A”, y") = f{r :x,# y,. 1 d Id n}!. (W 
This is ;t vt*ry canonic: I metric for (O-l)-sequences and was used by Hamming for 
his investi@ons in the theory of error correcting codes [14]. We refer to (H”, d) 
shortly as Hamming space. Whereas ihe thetlry of error correcting codes has used 
since iss early days alga-braic and also combinatorial techniques, this used to be not 
the case for the Shannon theory of communication, which heavily depends on 
probabilistic methods. However recent investigations in multi-user communication 
([I, 21) led to new c( mbinatorial extremal problems in (H”, d) and also more 
FenerA spaces, which we shall l.Jot consider here. Related problems occurred in the 
study of random graph’ [%I. We state one important result of (26) (in the slightly 
improved form of [2]), which seems to be of general interest to probability theory. 
Let P” = p X l a - X P be a product distribution on X” = fl;X, A’ = (I,. . . , a}. 
and define for B C AT” :
1-q-3 = (x” : x” E X”, d(x”, y”)S k for some y” E B} (1.2) 
for k = I&.. . 
Furthermore, defirlz- t?le “inner” surface SB of B by 
sB = B nr-93, (1.3) 
where here and elsewhere A denotes the complement of a set ,4. Then, 
P”(6B)~ c . n-ff(Prn(B)), W) 
where f(s) = c#I(@ l(s)), 4(t) = (2+-fe-~“. @(I) = J’, #(ld)du and whgte c is a 
constant depending only on 9 
A?. a consequence of (1 A) one obtains (see (21) for all B C A?. 
P”(m3) 3 @[@qP”(B))+ n -‘(k - I)c), k = 1,2,... . (12) 
‘T!:o z results are exact up to a multiplicative constant and imply that in case 
X = (0, I) and P(0) = P( 1) = 5 among all the subsets of H” with given cardinality 
the Hamming spheres have smalles: (within an accuracy given by this constant) 
surfxe. (The surface of a set B is II3 - /3.) The same result holds for the k-surface 
I’B’ - B. This result suggests that the sphere is the exact solution to the problem 
and indeed this was proved to be true in [16]. More spccikally the following was 
prr;:lcd. 
Theorem I .1. If A C IY “, 1 A 1 = N <: 2”, tC2en 
if’“(A)1 2 G&d) ford = 1,2,..., 
whew 
(1-W 
Equality holds in (1.6) if k\ consists of aii I-tuplcs; o s I s k -+- i : and 
(‘P) t l * * t (‘;q (k + 2)-tupks chosen in Icxicogr,~phicai ordt’r. WC refer to such a set 
as a quasi-sphcrc and if (‘>) + - - a + (‘;Q = o ;t\ ;I \phcrc ot Hamming ratli\;s k + 1 ;ind 
wnt~r 0 2 (0. . . . . 0). If” CiiII IX’ \ ICML’C~ ;I\ \ cCt(lr \~;ICC t,i’cr the ficlcj (if-(z) ;lrld the 
metric cf is Invariant under translation ty a vt’ctrjr Therefore the abl,\~e ctatcmcnts 
Apple?; to spheres or quasi-spheres with any c*cntcr. The special case d ~1: I has a 
strikmg intcrprctation and simply means that given the cardinality (“v(~lumc”) the 
sphere has minimal cardinaiity of the surface. This phenomenon is known as 
isoperimctric property for euclidean [30] and also non-euciidean geometries (see 
[h& 291). Since (If”. d) is isomorphic to the family of subsets of an n-set endowed 
with the symmetric diffcrencc as distance function cvcry rt:suit about (H”. (1) has 
directly a set theoretic or combinatorial interpretation. The classical isopcrimetric 
property has been studied in gyeat detail and many consequences have been 
dcrivod. Those geometric results can now serve ;is guides for finding anaiogou\ 
combinatorial results or at least to derive some of the known results by a unified 
approach. Combinatorics has always earned the criticism of tacking general 
thcorics and the present attempt ma! help to carry some general principles into ihe 
area of cxtremal problems. As far as our actual results go this is just a beginning. 
In Section 2 we show that earlier results (see [ 17, 201) can bc derived from the 
isopkmetric prop;%rty and can be \tated as: for given “volume’” the H;tmming 
sphere has minimal diamctcr. 
The 9piqylt hcorcm” of Schmidt [2X], a dual form of the isopermctrv theorem 
has a simple analogue in H” and kads to a combinatorial rcsuit. which was 
previously unknown (Theorem 2.3, Section 2). 
In Section 3 we investigate sum type tlxtremai problems, which add a IIN 
dimension to cxtrcnlal prc;bicms considertd w firr in the iiteritture (WC [IO, IK I?)). 
‘IThwrc‘m 2.1 gins a new charactcrisation of the sphere. The concept of au order 
idcal is vr’ry basic for many combinatorial problem\ (SIX [ 121). Thev arc defined for 
partially ordcrcd sets arrd naturally ttxtend the notion of a simpiicid complex to 
which they specialize in W”. They provide the answer to many extremd problems 
and deserve a study on their own. 1-1 Section 3, Theorems 3.2 and 45, we give 
geometric characterisatians of order ideals, which are optimal under cerkn weight 
assignments to the b*levels” of tht: ideals. In Section 5 an application to random 
graphs is given. 
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2. New and old combin&wial results as consequences of the isopcrimetric propertg 
in Hamming spaces 
WC begin with some penera remarks about the isopcrimoric property. 
For ;1 set A c IT' we can wriflz I”(A) (&fined in (1.2)) &I as 
I-‘(A) = U S,(?‘), (2.1) 
.t ” c: A 
S,(X”) -- {v” : y” E If”, ncxq, y”)G I”}. 
Since 
S,(C) = I” + S,(O) (2.2) 
with the addition understood in the vector sp;.~t’ ff”. one can alccj express /“(A ) air 
the !Wnkowski sum (that is B+C={b+c:bEB.cEC)) 
I”(A) = A + S,(O). (2.3) 
The isoperimetric property then means that rnin, .,,‘+[ A + S,(O)! is assumed for a 
quasi-sphere. In this formulation one easily recognizes a similarity to the 
Rrunn-Minkowski rneclualit~ (H.M.l.) for th<\ euclidcan space E” [3.27]. cspt%tll> 
if ant’ WCS 3 formulation drrc to Qhmidt [ 191. 
For ;tny Lebesgur: measurable set A C E“’ he dcfincs the radius v( A $ as the 
radius of a sphere. whose volume equals th+ volume of A. The B.M.I. then takes 
the form B w 
c(A+H)~c(A)fo(B) (2.4) 
with quality if and only if A and B arc spheres up to null sets. In 1281 a closely 
related result was obtained, called the Spiegeltheorem, 
c(A/B)s v(A)- t?(B) (2.5) 
with quality if and only if A and B arc spheres up to null sets. Hcrc 
.4 if1 = n,,, ,I { ‘-. h + A } is the Mink(*wski difference. 
In [ 31 and [ 291 those inqualities were extended to all nc>n-Euclidean gt\omt‘tries. 
The \tructurt’ of the space H” is quite different, however. The most apparent srnd 
rlhht hibic differences iI1.C: 
(4 W’ is discrctc (even finite) - E’” is nondiscrete. 
(13) Complements of 5pticres arc spheres in H” -- t his prtrpc rt y ohviousl y does 
not hold in E ‘I. 
(c) N" has subgroups. wheress E” has no subgroup of positive finite measure. 
An immediate conseyuenc~ of (c) is that the B.M.1, cannot hold for W” in its full 
ge::erality. 
Howcvor, there a:~ important special casts, which :irc ubtaincd by assuming that 
one of the two US is a sphere. For A C E” &fine 
whsw p is the cuclidean dist;rncc and p (x. A ) = inf,. , p(_x. y ). Then 
L’(A)- o(B)* D*(A. B), /-i 3 B, (2. IO) 
r(A ) + tq B) s D(A. B) (2.i I) 
r(A)< iD(d4.A) ( “22) 
that is. for given diameter the sphere has maxim;+1 volwne [a]. We shall stx bdow 
that all inequalities (2.7)-(2X) have analogue~ in )d.amming spaces. The cxxt 
formulations do not translate hecauso slight modifications are’ rleccssary if c is not 
un integral. Also in order to get exact results for quasi-spheres one has to cope with 
the fact that boundaries of sets in H” have non-xro “volume“. WC USC the notion 
of a volume radius only hwristiwlly. For the exact formulation of the results it is 
Gmpler 10 awid thirt notion ahogcther. 
Lcmnrrr 2.1. (Sphcv-ictri ciirttlity 4,f k-i” ) 
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Proof. 
ii!. Ahlswcdu. GO. H. K&mu 
:= min 
A,tA’=N 
2” - fq S” ,(.f) 1 
:EA 
Analogously to (2.6) define now for A C H" 
I”A = {x :x E H”, d (x, A ) -s t}, 
I-+,A = (x : x E H”, c/(x, a) s’i ; VaEA), 
I’ ,A = {x : x E N”, d(x, tz’) 5 ri. 
T’A = u Wh CA = n S,(x), 
XEA SEA 
r ,A =(x:d(x.a)ar VaEdi} 
={x:d(x,a)~n--r VaEl+dQ 
(2.13) 
(zt.14) 
= n S,-,(a). 
dF.1 4 .i 
The isoperimetric property and Lemma 2.1 imply 
(W max 1 CA i = Ami?xN 
.4.,A = N ’ .’ c 
We &rive now analogously to (2.10) rend (2 .I I), 
(2.15) 
By Lemma 2.2 the maximum is assumed if A is ;f quasi-sphere. The corresponding 
maximal B is B = \;A. If i A i > x: ,(: ). then I:,,4 = $9, otherwise f,A is also a 
quasi-sph .:rc. Similarily. 
max max 
A*= N W(A. B).ad* 
ISi = max jr.,.A i 
‘A 1-N 
A 248 
(2.16) 
and again by Lemma 2.2 the quasi-sphere gives a solution. 
We sta:e our main result. (2.l.C). in set theoretic language as 
Theorem 2.3.’ Lar 1 s N s 2”. 1 s d Q n. and let ??I. 2? denote familit-s of subsets of 
{L... n}. We cull (?I. s) a d-pair if ‘A 3 B ; d d for all A f ?f, B E ‘!. Then 
It can be sew from Lemm** LI2.1 that this result is equivalent to the isoperimetric 
property. 
In generalizing the Erdiis-Ko-Rado Th&em [ 111 Kleitman proved another two 
family result. 
Theorem 2.4 [ 211. Lef $1 and 3 be two frrmilies of diferent subsets of { 1, . . , n}, 
WC~ that t A : = k for all A E ‘!I, I B ; = 1 for all B E 9 and 
iAJB;ck +1-l AE‘!Z, BE’& 
The Hamming analogue to (2.12) exists already in the literature and has actually 
ken proved twice [ 17,20). In both papers it is shown first that a “pseudo-sphere” is 
a solution and then the exact boundary is determined with the help of the 
ErdibKo-Rado Theorem 11 I]. We show below that the first part is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2.3. For the determination of the boundary we need here 
Theorem 2.4, which is a yenerslkation of the Erdiis-Ko-Radr:* Theorem and which 
fortunately has also a nice and perspicuous proof [2 11. 
In (20) the problem wan formulated as follows: What is the maximal size of a 
family $I of subsets of (1,. . . , n} subject to the condition: 
1 A 3 B 1 s d for all A, B E ?I. (2.17) 
a Recently P. Frank1 informed us that he has obtained related results. His exact statement is not 
available to us at the present time. 
If one replaces the condition (2,17) by 
IA UB f Gd for all A,H E?I (2.11() 
Ttx cguiwtence of the two problems is immediate from the observation that one 
can limit onseff in both cuses to o~xier idtn(s, that is, families of subsets, which 
contain with every subset all its subsets,. {See Lemma 2.6 below.) 
Prtmf. One has to find a fwmil;: for which fd = miixI.,,H Jw l?fl is c7ss\lmed. 
Consider more ~encri~lly 
(2. I’)) 
For fixed Yl cl best choice for 8 is @ s I:, 8. Whrttevcr the cardinality of an optimal 
?I may be, by Theorem 2.3 we know that [ 8 1 = f I:, ?I i is maximal if 91 is chosen as a 
quasi-sphere: 
s, (G1) ‘; Y-JI$ks,, ,(c3). (2.20) 
at14 \i ncc 1 &?)f 1 2 1 \Il 1 cortuinly I ?I - S, (Id)1 S (” ,‘). My cho~~sinp 31 .- La; (44) in the 
Erdiis-Ko-R;tdo fashion we gc! the 91 for VI hieh g,, is rtssumed. In both poss!hlc 
cases g‘f = fi, and hence the theorem. 
WC conclude this section by showing that in both, Theorem 2.3 snd Theorem 2.5, 
the operation “d” can bet replaced by ” ‘II *‘. The trrgument seems to have been used 
for the first time in [ 1 I], then in j17j and decisively in [XI) and f2l). 
3. Sum typ extremsl problems 
conditionnl proh;&ilitics for corrclirted independent proccvxs 
optimization problems arise which involve functions depending on all pnirwise 
distances of the $Ikments of a act. 111 order to understand the nature af such 
problems we consider thxe a sirn@cr type of quch problems without worrying LU 
this time about possible ;tpplic:!tions. WC aisk !!v following questions: What is the 
strusture of a family of F&M,% of (I,. . ., n i for whkh 
min 2 ‘AABj 
Yl :t’l:*N A,Bc, 
(1) 
(2) 
is assumed? 
Problems invoh ir:g the union can be transformed into a problem involving 
intersections by co:nplennentation. Similar questions can be asked for several 
families of sets and 9~ families with a size limitation on the subsets. (2) is actualI> 
trivial, we have f;ohed (3), we have a conjecture about (4) and no idea about (I) 
except that there is :.f.lme connection between the two. 
In order to /id ;I solution to (2) define !‘I, = {A : A E ‘!I, .x E A} for s = 
pr, 1 := pq or [gv) t 1 for s = l,..., n if N is odd. 
In the first case for instance any family ‘?I with A E ?I implies /r’ E 9 ir; a solution. 
In the second case choose an ‘?I * with A E ?I’ implies A’ E ‘!I* and 1 !!I * I = N - 1 
md define ‘!I =: ‘!l* U (A ), where A fZ !?I* and is arbitrary otherwise. Of course there 
xc many other dutions. 
Proof. For ‘!I = {A I, . . . AN} define the incidenoz matrix 1 = (1&Z:: :y by I,, = I iff 
j E A,. 1 ‘!I, i = !{A : A t 9, x E A )I ccwnts the number of l’s in the x th column of 
1. WC have 
(3.1) 
The function f(s) = .d has the property that for two natural numbers x and 
)‘, x ‘* y, 
f(x - l)+ f(y i 1) G f(x) + f(y) with equality iff x = y + 1. (3.2) 
Thcrcforc we can dec ‘ease x, I?[, 1” by subtracting from a big column atnd adding 
it to a small column. WC show now ?hat this can be done in such ;t way th;tit the 
rcsultinp row9 iirt‘ 411 distinct and hcncc we get a new family !)I’ with l?)l’i = j’~. 
Let 11; suppose that thcrc cxi\t\ d pair (x. v) with i!3, 3 ‘\‘I, ; + 2. Consider now 
those row\ whcrc the s th and the yth column rhfftr. Write. the rows avhich h;rvc ;I 1 
in the x th column as 
lJ, 10. s = I s .*..,.. (3.3) 
and .hosc which have a I in the v th column iis 
h, OI, f L...T. 2-z 
Thcrc arc k, 0 d k c: H, terms with blues 1 -t I. Since 
(K?) 
i1 dccrcast in I5 ,,, 3 t A ! can only l;avt’ the effect that the number of terms with VAK 
I -+ 1 decreases. if possible, to 0, then the number elf terms with value I +crea\es 
and so on. This implies that ali;o x. i ‘!I, :’ dccreacs and the procedure stops when 
\‘ uqt q : A : is minimal, that is for the pscudo+phcrc, which i3 halanced: 
It is conceivaMz that the answer to (4) is a sphere around X. but since the convexity 
of f(x) =r X’ does not help in case of maximisation a completely new and likely 
harder argumc’;.. is needed. 
WC conclude this section with bounds for (4), which arc in ;t certain sense 
~~symptotically !,harp. Since 
can hc interpreted as followc: dcfinc ;t protvthility distribution on H” by putting 
Then (/?r, l/W, 1 - i??l, i/i?ij ) is the I-dimensic~~al marginal distribution on the 
.v t h cotnponcnt . P, = 1 ?I , : / ’ !V i i\ the probability for I ;it~tl I - - p, the probahilit\~ 
for 0. f.3~ allowing in the “max” general probability distributions on N” with giffch 
entropy -- the substitute for cardinality - we get a function 
It sufkes to consider the function 
(3.0) 
(3.10) 
Set G(c) = G:,(c). 
dc 
-Izs lo+?. 
QP P 
Hence 
dG 
- z= 2 I2 ‘(c) log 
’ < 1 -K’(c) 
dc 1 h “(C) ’ (3. I I) 
1 Iog 1 - It -‘(cy ’ 
(h ‘-‘(c))” h - ‘(c ) I 11 
log l-_h - 2 1 + 
h ‘(c) 1 I 
The first fnctor is positive. To see that the ather bracket i!. negative it suffices to 
4lOW that 
12 -(I -p)log y * 
But this is true because 
-p logp - (1 -p)lop(l - p)~ I and - lopp Xl. 
(3.12) 
l’he inequality G,,I(c) a G(c) is obtained by considering for p” produer distribu- 
tkons. 
Since alway Hip”)< Z:., H(p,) we have 
52 max 
1 rt ‘:“, lffp,\at 
G (t 2 H(p.)) (by concavity) 
I I 
= G(c). since G i5 decreasing. 
This completes the proof of l.cmm;r 3.2. WC thcreforc have also proved 
4. Optimization for order ideals under a weight assignment 
Man> extremaf problems for families of subsets arc such that ttle answer can hc 
found in the class of families having the order ideal property. The problems dealt 
with in earlier sections are afi of that nature and it makes sense to study order ideals 
in their own right (SW for this also [E)). In [X] the following question is answered: 
Given a weight-function HP, on the subsets of { 1,. . . , n) which depends only on their 
sizes, what is 
if K,(!‘i) counts the number of i-tllpfo ih a family of sutrkis ‘r’f :rnti if the rnazi runs 
over the fzrmifics ‘1 with A Iz: B for all A, B E :)I? 
Anot he1 problem ;Iriso if ttic f;rmificc ?I ha\pc t hc additi~v~~tl propc’rt! : A n II 
f 0 for ;I11 .*I. 13 E !‘f . It \S’ilC \,oll Cd in [ 131. 
In this section we prove results of this type, when ?I is an order ideal and !‘!I is 
fixed. Replacing the “max.’ above by a “min” leads to a trivial problem in the two 
cssts mentioned, however, in our case it is also interesting. Actually, we formulate 
the problems only for “min”, because the case of “max” follows from it by taking 
the weights - w,. The methods c2f proof heavily rcfy on the Kruskal Theorem [23]. 
which was independrntly obtained in f 191. Meanwhif- e several elegant proofs exist 
16, $,9]. It is al-r, at the root of the isoperimetric property azd states the following: 
Theorem 4.1. If ‘!I is Q family of k -element subsets of an n-set cl& S(R) denotes the 
flu?~ily of all (k - 1 pelempnt subsets, which are subsets of 3 set in ?I, then 
F(k. m) = (k’$)+- (kRL;)+ l 
if the k-canonical representation of m is 
. . 
iJ.1) 
+ ( ) ta’, ’ 
Equnlity holds in (4.1). when the k -subsets are chosen in lexicogruphic Order. Also, 
F(k, m ) is monotonically increasing in m. 
Corollary. if 1 t :_. cm order idetrl o;r an n-element set and K, is the number of 
i-element members in ?I, 0 6 i d n, then 
K, +F(i.K,), i= 1.2, . . . . n, (4.2) 
crnd conversely, if (4.2) holds for numbers K, (i = 0, . . . , tt ) dwt there exists an order 
ideul with K, members oi? the ith level. 
Proof. The first implication follows immediately from the order ideal property and 
Theorem 3.1, To get the second implication simply choose ‘!I such that for every i 
!i =o, I,.... n) the K, i-tupies are the first in IexicoGraphic order. 
Let now w, (i = 0,1,. . . , n) denote the weight assigned to each i-tuple. we are 
interested in minimizing or maximizing EraI w,K, for order ideals with level number 
Y,. We shall impose monotonicity restrictions on the sequence (MY,,, wI, . . ., NJ,), 
In order to state our Theorem 4.2 below we need the definition of a quasi- 
:+ider. If 1 ?li = 2’ for some s, 0 Q s d It, then all the subsets of an s-element set 
km a cylinder. We can always assume that the s-element set equals (1.2,. . . . , s}. 
1 quasi-cylindtx is a generalization of this concept for other cardinalities. 
A yuusi-cylinder of cardinality N consists of the first N subsets of (1,. . . . n) in 
lcslcographic order. Observe that if N = 2*l+ 9 l l + P(b, > l l 8 > b, * 0) then the 
quasi-cylinder consists of all the subsets of a b,-element set B,, of all the sets of the 
form A U {a,}, where ~1~ &IB, and A is an artG%r~ :,u hset of a b&ement set 
B, C B1, of all the sets of the form A U {a,) U (a:). where a_! E B,, ~4: 5E Bz and A is 
an arbitrary subset of a b,-element set Bz C &, and so on. The. r&umber of i-element 
subsets in this quasi-cylinder is 
2 iK, is maxim&d. 
# I 
This help\ in the pr!,of?+. We denote the unique optimal order ideal by 0(/V, n. I+’ j. 
whtzrtz w = (M’,,. . . . . w., )?‘ - 
K, I = F(s. K, + 1). K, , < f(i, Ilr’, + 1) (i = s + I.....n) 
md then F(i, K, ) = K, , (i = I, 2, . . . , .Y - 1). 
The number in (c is exactly tht number of i-element members of a qua+ 
cylinder with parameters bl, . . . b, Thus, if \vc choose the first K, i-~uplcs in 
lexicographic order for all I, then we obtain a quasi-c$lder. Ther&ore Lcmnla~ 4..; 
and 4-l yield (h) of Theorem -1.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (a) Denote by K = (Ko, KI, . . . , K, ) the ve”tor of level 
numbers for O(ra, N, w). For p, q; 1 s p < q d n; define the transformation 
T P,cl :K - K" by 
Clearly 
satisfies 
K;. =&-I* K;=Kq+l 
K:= Ki for i#p,q. (4.4) 
2 K: w, c x K,w, and x i K I> x i K,. Therefore K cannot be optimal, if K' 
(4.2). If K satisfies (4.2) and K' not, then this could have only two reasons 
because Ffi, K,) is monotonically increasing in K, : 
K;= KP - 1 < F(p -t- 1, KL-,) or 
KI, , < F(9, KG) = .F(q. Kq -+ 1). 
For 9 = p + I those two inequalities are the same and therefore 
&~F(p+l.K,,,,+l) for p=L&....n. 
This proves (a). 
(b) Suppose that there exists a 9 with 
&-,=F(q,Kp+l) 
(if there are more choose the largeLid) and a p, p + 1 -C 9, with 
F(p + 1, &,.,)y Kp. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4 3) 
Appl!, the transformstion TP.,. 
Since K, I 4 F(I; -t 1, &, ,) = F(p + I. KI,, ,) (J.SI\ could hold only if 
K’ y I = K, , < F(9, K, -t I), but this contradicts (4.7). 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We proceed by induction in i. Suppose that K, = l l 9 l = 
K m+l = 0 and K,” ~0. iet us first assume that we are in the case 
K,.,<F(i,K,+I) (i= i,2 ,..., n). (4.9) 
We prove the statement first for i - m and then, decreasing always by 1, for all 
iH.Fori= fn + 1, (4.9) gives 0 s ;i’, < F(m + 1, 1) = IPI + I. That means K,,, can 
hc written in the nz -canonical form 
Observethat b,=w, &=w-l,..., hEi,=m-K,,,+l. 
Suppose now G,,., L ‘he statement holds for i and let us prove it for i - 1. Thus, 
b /I, *. . . , b,(i) are already defined and they satisfy (c). We make use of the fact that 
F(i,K+1)-F(i,K)=t-1 ifK=\y -I-***$ T - 
0 0 
(4.10) 
I? 
This and (4.9) imply 
F(i, K, ) = (;“l) + l *- + (i -“ii;,) 
and therefore the (i - I)-CawVkxl form of K, , is 
If 2 = 0. the canonical form of K, i is given h> (4.12), where again i - j(i) - z 2 1 I 
tt> (4.1 I). and the Icrnm;~ IS pro\ ctl in thi\ c’aw CL cn in a 4ightly strcxqpx form: 
b, 1’ 0. This is important for the remaining GM. which wc now consider: 
K, ,= F(.s. K, + 1). K, , q: F( i, K, + I ). I = 5 -f 1 , . . . . 4 
F(i.K,)= K, Ir i = I,2 ,..... 5 - 1. ‘(4.13) 
We can prove in exactly the same way as earlier that (c) hoids for ail i L s with 
suitable b’s. Moreover, by the above remark s 2 j(s). that is, (c) is III an 
s-c:monical form of K,. For the nest step we have from (4.10) and (4.b~ 
K, i= F(s. K,) + s - j4.s) (4.13) 
and therefore 
This is not an (s - 1 I-cimonical form txxaus~ of the term I(::). Howcvtzr. u\in!g (4. IO) 
we obtain 
K, 2 = F(.I -l,K, ,)=F(.~-l,K, ,-1)~(1--1)=F(.~-~.K~ i-i? 
By continuing in the same way: 
K, = (fg*...+(i_;;;+ ,)+(‘r::“~s~‘,+...+(‘--h-‘) 
K, = (:I)+ l.-+ (“;;I) (OS ic:j(s)). 
We proved the existence of 6’s: 
b,=S-i if j(s ) + 1 d i S 5. 
Theorem 4.5. Lkwo?e hy K, = K,(H) (i - (Al, . . . . . n) ttze number of i-element 
ttlembers of m order ideal. Then 
is assumed 
(b) incnse wn~w,~~~.~wn,9w~~,,~~~~ d w, by un intersectim of a qrrasi- 
cylinder and a quasi -sphere. 
Proof. (a) As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 choose the first K, i-tuples in 
Icxicogrnphic order, and if there are more systems minimizing x K,w then choose 
one f:?r which in addition 
2 Kf iM - i I is maximal, 
We can repeat the steps of the proof of Lemma 4.3 for values i 2 M f I. That is (a) 
and (b) of Lemma 4.3 hold for i * M + I. 
Furthermore we claim that for values of 
K, = F(i + 1, K,,,) (p+l<iS 
K,= \; 
0 
(OGiCp) 
To see this suppose that for (p, q); p < q 6 M; 
i S fV an optimal K satisfes: 
W 
K, > F(q -t 1, K,, I} and 
(1.17) 
(4.18) 
and assume that q is maximal and p is minimal with this property. 
Then the t ran5formation Tq,F :
K: = 6(i# p,q), K:,= h’,, - 1, K:, = K,, + 1 
&KS not increase s K,w, and increases x K, 1 M - i ‘. Also, K: , * F(i. K:) for 
i = 1.. . . , kf, where the onlv critIca case Kr, I 2 F(p. Kt, + 1) follows from K,,. , = 
(,,‘I , j. Thus (3. IS) would imply that K could not ke optimal. The negation of (4.N) is 
(4.17). Let us now choose the first K: i-tuples in lexicogrq2: order for all i’s 
(0 d i c n ), where 
K:= K, (p+Midn) 
K: = F(i + I, K:‘..,) (OSiGp+l). (4.19) 
The sysxm of K:‘s satisfy (b) of Lemma 3.3. Bv Lemma 4.4 this implies th;it the _ 
corresponding familv 9, is it quasi-cylinder. On the other hand Ict us chol>st: the 
first K,’ r-tutks in lexicographic order, where 
K:= K, (Oaiq9+ I). (3.20) 
This defines (a) quasi-sphere !?I, and clearly ‘!i = !)I, u !)I,. 
(h) For 0 < i 6 M (a) and (b) of Lemmit 3.3 hold. Set K: = K,((J s i s M). 
Let us define the numbers K:(lll s i s 0.1) incfu<tivel~;: Kj, = Kk,, K:. , is the largest 
number si~tkfyiilg 
k’; z F(r + 1. K:.,). (3.21) 
Ry definition these number3 satisfy k’: l :’ F(i + 1, K: _, t- 1) a~:d therefore K’ 
sirtisfJe\ (a) and (b) of Lemma 4.3. By I_cmm;i 4.4 the ctvreyonding family ‘!I, i\ :I 
cylinder. We prove IKIW that for an optima! K : 
K, = K: (ANiap) 
K, = 0 (p+I<iSrt) 
This will complete the proof. because then our optimal family is the interstxtion of 
!?f , and the quasi-sphere ‘!I, @en by 
Suppose that (kkL. 7’; does not hold, thus for some (p. 4 ), :kf s p C y d 12, 
K,, < K; (by (4.21)). (4.23) 
Let p be minimal and let 4 be maximal with proper-t\: (4.23). then 
K, = K:(M 5 i < p) and K,,. I = 0. 
The transformation ‘i;. P : 
K;= K, Iv K;,= K,., 
would improve our family and using (3.2 I ) one readily verifies that (4.2) still holds. 
The proof is complete. 
Remark 1. In Theorem 4.5 we did not deterkne “the” best family. we proved 
only that it must have a certain pattern. 
Remark 2. A theorem of Lindsey says (see (7, IS, 24, 31) 
~“5 !{(A, B) : A, B E !?I, d(A. B) = I}; (4.24) 
is assumed for ;I qua~i-~_ finder. This a <onsequence of our Thcorcm 4.2. To vx this 
we have to prove first that there is an optimal ?I which is an order ideal. ‘This can be 
seen by applying the iransformatlon, whizh omits a fixed element (1 from all the 
subsets A E ??I such thitt A -(a} E! ‘!l. Next, for an order ideal ‘!! 
!{(A,B):A,BE\!l,ACB,j,4i=i-l,IB;=i)/=K,(’!l)i 
and the expression in 14.24) equals 
- min 2 K,(‘![)( - i). 
r-1 
Theorem -1.2(b) yields that a quasi-cylinder is *W optimal ?)I. 
5. An application to random graphs 
Let G be a non-directed graph. That: edges of G are deleted independently with 
probability p, and it is asked whether t Ile new graph will or will not possess a certain 
property. For instance, if G is k-times connected, what is the probability that the 
new graph G’ is not k-times connected. In this case the graphs G’, which are not 
k-times connected, form an order ideal as a family of subsets of the edges of G. We 
shall not consider a specific graphic property, we give estimates in general, where 
only one thing is assumed for the property in question: if a G’ does not have the 
given property and G” is a subgraph of G’ (subsets of the edges), then G” does not 
have the property either. 
In other words we have the sequence 11 9 . 9 1 of !ength n (the number of edges) 
irnd an order ideal ?I is given. Our aim is to give estimates on the pmbability P(%) 
of the event, that 11 . . . 1 goes to !?I, if the l’s can change independently to 0 with 
prob;tbility p, 
If K, denotes the number oi i-element subsc;ta !n ?I, then 
/‘(\I[) = 2 K,p” ‘(I --p)‘. 
t 0 
(5.1) 
iferc ptl ‘(I -p)’ is il monotonically increasing or decreasing function of i 
dcpcnding on whet her p < I or p ‘) !. By Theorem 4 2, Section 4. fixing the size of 
‘3 WC’ obtain lower and upper estimates on P(!!I), 
If WC arc interested in how P(9) changes with ~3, estimates on the derivative of 
P(?Q are useful. 
t-krc 
(11 - i)p’ ‘ “(1 -p)‘-p” ‘i(l -p)’ ’ 
5: (PI -- i - I)p” ’ ‘(I -- p)‘.’ - (i t l)pn ’ ‘(1 -p)‘ 
holds if and only if 
Th.rt i\. thcsc cocfficicnts are decreasing until ;I ctxtain point and from this point on 
the! arc incrcwing. We can USC Thwrcm 4.5 to get Iowt’r ;: nd upper estimates. 
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